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“inrhythm:”

• is the creative component of Audrey Woolever’s MFA thesis

• It is the embodied investigation of her scholarly research paper titled 
“Body Percussion, Choreography, and the Concert Stage: Developing 
Diasporic Literacy among American Audiences”

• This work is presented as a creative video project in lieu of a live 
performance due to the COVID-19 pandemic



Interests/Goals for “inrhythm”
• Visibilize the inherent roots of Africanisms in twenty-first century 

modern dance through the amalgamation of body percussion with 
the “American” dance form 

• Illuminate the ideas of intertextuality and multiculturalism in modern 
dance as it draws from and relies on Africanist aesthetics and how the 
presence of these aesthetics shapes the “American” art form



Why Are These Goals Important?
• “…the Africanist presence comes to Americans from home base, from the 

inside. Like electricity through the wires, we draw from it all the time, but 
few of us are aware of its source. It is the marrow in the bones of our 
culture…” –Brenda Dixon Gottschild 

• “Cultural information is intertextual, not linear”                                        
–Brenda Dixon Gottschild

The purpose of my research is to debunk the canonization of Modern Dance 
as a purely European-American art form and to demonstrate how its 
Africanist roots should be brought to the forefront of the history and 

embodied knowledge of Modern Dance. 

Quotes from: Digging the Africanist Presence in American Performance: Dance and Other Contexts
by Brenda Dixon Gottschild



Aesthetic Concepts Explored During Creative 
Process

Africanist Aesthetics

• Philosophy of the cool
• Earth-bound movements
• Polyrhythms
• Polycentricism 
• High affect juxtaposition
• Apart playing and dancing
• Call and response
• Multiple Meter
• Communal

Europeanist Aesthetics 

• Vertical alignment of torso
• Movement emanates from upper 

body and one center (usually the 
core)

• Symmetrical shapes
• Smooth transitions
• Synchronous playing
• Modern-based movement 

vocabulary 



Inspiration for “inrhythm”

• “Slapstuck” choreographed by David Parker (2011)
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_GXdZMzOGA

• “The Good Dance” choreographed by Reggie Wilson in collaboration    
with Andréya Ouamba and his Dakar, Senegal-based company 1er   
Temps (2010)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWHP3IBxCYY

Parker and Wilson are two choreographers who have successfully situated their 
percussive Africanist work within the context of American modern dance 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_GXdZMzOGA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PWHP3IBxCYY


Ideal Performance Space
• Black Box Theatre such as the one in the Tower of Fine Arts at SUNY Brockport

Venue Perks:

• More enclosed, intimate space

• Thrust stage seating style 

• Close proximity between audience 
and dancers

• Sounds produced by body percussion
will be more amplified and 
reverberate throughout the space

Photo: Black Box Theatre at Ogden HS in Ogden, UT



Chosen Performance Space
• Rose L. Strasser Studio, Hartwell Hall at SUNY Brockport
• Performance was set to take place during DANCE/Strasser at 7:30pm, April 2-4



Sound for “inrhythm”
• Acapella

• Sound will be produced through the dancers’ use of body percussion*

• Four dancers will also wear toe taps from tap shoes on their palms to 
help amplify the percussive nature of the work

• Halfway through the dance, dancers will transition into wearing a pair 
of finger cymbals as an additional musical instrument to highlight the 
soundscore of the work

*For my research, when I use the term “body percussion,” I am referring to the act or 
technique of tapping or hitting the surface of a body part to produce sound



Information for Press Release for “inrhythm”

• Dancers: 7* 
Graduate students: Carey Barnette, Megan Deshotel, Jocelyn Schimpf
Undergraduate students: Holly Diehl, Carol Garwood, Jessica Karcz, 
Stephanie Kleman 

• Time spent on project: Rehearsals began August 30, 2019 and ended 
March 6, 2020

*On March fifth, Kaylee Osborn was removed from my cast  



More Press Release Information
Inspiration/Motivation behind choreography: 

"inrhythm," the creative component of Woolever's thesis, is the embodied 
investigation of her scholarly research paper titled "Body Percussion, 
Choreography, and the Concert Stage: Developing Diasporic Literacy among 
American Audiences." In her writing, Woolever posits Africanist aesthetics are 
inherent in American Modern dance. In her choreography, Woolever researches 
how the use of body percussion combined with Modern dance can highlight such 
aesthetics and develop a diasporic literacy among American audiences. 
Woolever's work, both scholarly and creative, is motivated by her desire to 
contribute to a greater acknowledgement and understanding of the foundational 
Africanist aesthetics embedded in American Modern dance that are present on 
the concert stage today. 



Program Information for DANCE/Strasser

inrhythm
Choreographer: Audrey Woolever 

Dancers: Carey Barnette, Megan Deshotel, Holly Diehl, Carol Garwood, 
Jessica Karcz, Stephanie Kleman, Jocelyn Schimpf

Music: Composed by Audrey Woolever
Performed by the dancers

Lighting Design: Audrey Woolever 
Costume Design: Audrey Woolever 



Program Note for DANCE/Strasser

"inrhythm," is a modern dance work that 
uses body percussion to make visible the 
Africanist aesthetics that are inherent in 
American art forms. Woolever aims to 
highlight the intertextuality (Gottschild 1998) 
of twenty-first century modern dance to 
lead to greater acknowledgement of the 
African diaspora on the American concert stage.



Costume Renderings 

Costume Qualities I was interested in:

• Vibrancy

• Hard lines

• Linearity

• Mesh: transparent material
(ex: tan swatches) 

• Duality 
(different ways of highlighting the body)
fabric choicestextures of material

• Shapes



Costume Renderings: Top Picks
• Really enjoy the 

contrast of tops 
and bottoms

• Taps on quadriceps:
This did not end up
being a part of the 
costume 

• Distinction between
solid color and 
multi-colored fabric 
is pleasing to 
the eye



“inrhythm” Final Costuming



“inrhythm” Rehearsal Costume Shoot



Costume Shoot Continued



Costume Shoot Continued



Full-Length Recording Work-in-Progress
Recorded on February 21st*

*Last time whole cast was at rehearsal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTgQX15st5E&t=5s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTgQX15st5E&t=5s


Progress Since Video Recording
Changes Made

• Opening rhythms of four dancers upstage left have 
been clarified and are distinct from one another

• Removed vocalizations

• Added more body-made sounds to the soundscore 
in cymbal section

• Changed unexpected relationship that formed 
between Carey and the group (See video on next 
slide)

• Counts for ending section have been clarified

• Ending formation is now closer to center and less 
spread out

Changes We Did Not Get To
• Adding more modern movement for the four 

dancers downstage right before the call and 
response

• Changing the half circle formation at end

• Overall cleaning, precision and timing work



Change to Diagonal
Video Recorded on March 6th (Missing Holly and Jess due to ACDA)

Jocelyn’s cuboid bone was out of place at rehearsal which is why she was wearing sneakers and marking the movement

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JJK7lkSgrU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JJK7lkSgrU


Accomplishments During Creative Research

• Received Distinguished Professors Award for Graduate Student 
Research, Spring 2020

This award helped me pay for my thesis costumes including the cost of the finger cymbals

• Awarded Student Travel Grant, Fall 2019 to cover costs to attend 
NDEO’S National Conference in Miami, FL
At the conference, I worked as a Student Volunteer and also took classes such as “Groove is at the 

Heart” with Lindsay Guarino (author of Jazz Dance: A History of the Roots and Branches) and “This is 
Our Space! Afro-Fusion and LMA” with Frederick Curry and Kimani Fowlin. Attending movement 
sessions such as these inspired my thesis work to really dig deep into Africanist aesthetics to 
demonstrate how integral they are to more modern-based work



Gratitude and Thanks 
to my Thesis Cast

Photo Credit For All Costume Pictures: Katrina Smith
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